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Weekly Message of Mary, Queen of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira, Minas
Gerais, Brazil, to the visionary Sister Lucía de Jesús

The celestial mysteries are so infinite and the Graces so great that you receive in this time, that the
Portals of Heaven open where there is a heart willing to surrender everything out of love for God
and His most great Will.

My children, when the soul cries out, the universe sends a response.

I am here to give you My final blessing for these times. I am here because your spirits call Me, and
from the inner planes of this world, the blessed, who work for the Creator for the salvation of
humanity, asked for My help.

My children, on this last day of the Monthly Message, I want to tell you that there are many
operators of the Lord, saints and the blessed, who made themselves available to remain in this world
to help all of you. These consciousnesses, greatly sacrificing, also lived on this planet with a human
heart, just like what you carry at the center of your beings, but they achieved a degree of perfect
love, charity and surrender, and today, they leave you their example so that you may follow in their
footsteps.

My beloveds, seek to understand My Words with the heart, and those that do understand Me, I tell
you that the time has come for taking an evolutionary leap and finally live what for the universe has
taught you for so long.

How to do this?

My dears, within your hands, take all the instructions the Divine Messengers have left in this world,
and read between the lines of each paragraph, in this way, you will see how you did not pay
attention and how much you still have to understand about this life on Earth.

My beloved children, in these pages I want to leave you infinite possibilities for awakening, but for
this, you must find the beginning of each impulse that I leave for each of you.

My children, while studying My Words, you will see your own spiritual growth, you will see how I
was leading you toward a life that goes beyond the intellect and material life.

My Heart united all souls, from those that only fed the mind to those who only depend on the heart
and on faith. I want those who studied much, learned and discovered universal mysteries, to be able
to learn to merge all they learned with faith and the heart full of the Spirit of God; and those who
only depend on faith in their hearts, to be able to be assisted in gradually discovering the many
mysteries that are held in infinity and within this world. These are times of spiritual synthesis, times
for all to contribute, on the great table of human communion, the best they hold in their beings.

My dears, I want you to know that the doors of My Marian Centers must always be open for those
that left and need to return, for those who need to leave so as to learn what they have chosen, and
for those who have never come here and who are being called by the Light of the Divine Spirit of
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the Creator.

I want to see you strong and unafraid, but meek and peaceful. I want to find you decisive, more
understanding, to know how to provide what is lacking in the one beside you at this time. I want
you to be the perfect complement to each other so that together you may form this great construct
that the Divine Messengers are accomplishing.

This is the time for a great step in consciousness. For those who take the risk, all help will be given.
I want you to know that even those that were not capable of crossing this threshold on their own, if
they reach out their hands, they will be lifted up to a degree that, through Grace, can be achieved.

My dears, in spite of everything, never cease to trust in the Plans of God, because they will be able
to be accomplished, even with just one soul that says 'yes' to the Creator and lives His perfect
archetype with love.

I want to thank you for still today being together with My Heart and for trusting in My Presence,
beyond all doubts that the world generates in your minds.

I love you, and will continue with you until the end of days.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace


